NEW DIMENSION IN CLAREMONT


Pitzer faculty members will teach these timely courses to next fall's pioneering students, and faculty contributions to current scholarship and research in these fields will bring an exciting immediacy to the classrooms. The new faculty will teach English, history, geography and classics as well, and additional courses in the social sciences.

Classes will be open to interested students of Pomona, Scripps, Claremont Men's, and Harvey Mudd Colleges. Thus Pitzer will broaden the academic opportunity of the 2,700 students enrolled in The Claremont Colleges and further the purposes for which the 40-year-old "Group Plan" was initiated.

The Pitzer student will benefit from the group's rare combination of teaching talent and special scholarship, for within The Claremont Colleges she may elect courses of interest to her in the humanities, government, fine arts, laboratory sciences, economics, and other disciplines.

As Pitzer's curriculum in the behavioral sciences will complement the general and special programs of the other colleges, her faculty members will enrich the distinguished academic community they join -- and the opportunities available to Claremont's youngest sister will be matched by the new dimension Pitzer adds to The Claremont Colleges.
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